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         Hard Water Parable 

         O’Malley Family Bible Study 

         June 10, 2012 

 

When you turn the faucet on in your house you expect water to come out full force 

when there's a trickle then you know that there's a problem.  Such was the case recently 

at the homestead when a set of failures compounded and required both the jet pump and 

water pressure tank to be replaced (along with various  pipes and fittings).  How's this 

anything to do with the bible?  Much in many ways….. 

  

The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing. 
- Edmund Burke 

  

Water in the clouds and water falling down from the clouds is pure (minus the pollution).  As it falls it 

picks up Nitrogen and gives a natural fertilizer to the plants.  It's slight acidity creates carbonic acid 

which dissolves minerals which plants then uptake and when people eat the plants/vegetables then 

they receive the blessings that the rain bestowed upon the land. 

  

Due to Fukushima Daiichi nuclear spewing out of radiation the rain gutters are no longer 

directing the flow off the roof onto the waiting holding tanks below and they won't be 

connected for decades to come.  The primary source of water now is from a well pump 

located 400 feet down thru alternating layers of clay and limestone. 

  

For water to get down to that depths it first must creep thru the various strata of rock and in 

the process will pick up the various traits of those layers.  Instead of the refreshing, clear, 

pure, ozone laden rain water smell we have the sulfur (rotten egg), iron (rust), hard (mineral 

loaded) water.  The minerals encrust that which it contacts and therein lies the problem at the 

homestead.  The sulfur smell has been controlled with bubbling ozone in the 3,000 gallon 

holding tank, the iron/rust is removed using a filter in transferring the water from the well's 

holding tank to the house holding tank.  The hard water problem doesn’t have a solution yet 

but there may be one coming soon thru an electrostatic water softener. 

  

The mineral coating causes sealing issues in that the water squeezes thru the plumbing 

screw fittings.   The jet pump pressurizing the house line was mounted on top of the 

small pressure tank in the pump house.  The pump screw fittings had a small drip even 

after removing and replacing the plumbers tape many different times.  Frustrated, I 

accepted the small drip as a normal thing and promised myself that “one day I would 

look into this problem and fix it”…. One day….  Fast forward 6 years and many days 

later.  That drip over the years caused a rust stain to appear on the pressure tank 

(shown to the right) which given years of inaction on my part finally rusted thru and 

punctured the pressured tank's bladder.  Without a constant pressure volume  from the 

pressure tank the jet pump would kick on and off every time the water faucet in the 

house would be turned on.   

  

Meanwhile inside the house, the water pressure at the faucet would increase and decrease as if the 

water was on its last breath.  The jet pump finally overheated and died from the constant on and off 

resulting in a small trickling of water from the faucet. 

  

I now have learned my lesson albeit $600 later (larger capacity pressure tank, jet pump 

and various fittings). 
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The general law of moving water from one place to another is that you don't lose any along the way.  

It's wasteful to leak water from the pipe as it's pumped up 400 feet to the holding tank and then 

pumped into the house main tank and finally pumped into the house.  When water drips at any point of 

the line then it's breaking the law of waste and breaking the law is sinful since 1 Jn 3:4 states that 

"...Sin is lawlessness" 

  

What one generation tolerates, the next generation will accept. 
- John Wesley 

  

When one sees a sin being committed and does nothing about it than that person is 

guilty of that sin as well (Ez33:6).  It is one's responsibility to root out sin in the land 

otherwise if it gains a toe hold without a fight then next will be a foot hold then the 

whole body and then sin will have free reign thru out the land.   

  

I tolerated the sin (leaky connections) and paid the penalty for disobedience ($600 and loss of a 

weekend spent replacing the setup). 

  

Sad to report that this wasn't the first time of replacing pumps out.  This has been the fourth to be 

replaced since 1999 

  

 One pump fried because I failed to check the water level of the house holding tank 

where the jet pump was sucking from. The water dried up by inaction on my part - I 

could blame it on a hectic schedule but at the end of the day the pump is dead and 

I'm at Home Depot shelling out cash for another pump.  Without reading your bible 

daily or at the minimum weekly and finding out the dos and don’ts & comparing the 

bible to your life - You won't know what spirit you are of (Lk9:55), your Jesus 

derived Spirit will dry up and in that vacuum Satan's spirit will be more than happy 

to fill that void (Mt12:43-45) and forever destroying your soul. 

  

The second pump froze solid cracking the casing during a hard freeze (9 degree F) in which the 

heater in the pump house turned off when the power was out for a day (falling limbs on the power 

line).  This is one of Satan's tactics is the divide and conquer.  The weak link was the power grid, take 

out the power grid and you take away the heat and thus freeze the water.  Satan divide and conquer 

technique works by getting the husband, wife and children sparring against each other (1Pt3:7), having 

a fellowship gathering divided over minor issues (Acts20:29-30) or government tactics of working 

you to the bone so that you are too exhausted to seek or pray to God (Ex6:9) 

  

The third pump overheated when another freeze froze the water supply lines and holding tank water 

(the pump didn’t freeze).  With no water coming into the pump the pump overheated, smoked and 

died.  In the parable of the sower the cares of the world choked the seed that God had planted 

(Mt13:7,22).  One needs to constantly check their trek thru life to see if the cares of the world are 

choking Jesus' Spirit or are you a lamp on a lampstand (Mt5:15). 

  

Water in the clouds is pure.  As the rain falls it picks up some of the impurities of the world 

(pollution/corruption).  When rain strikes the ground, it begins to seep thru the depths of the earth.  

Water picks up hardness, stench and pigmentation each layer of the earth the water seeps thru.  This is 

similar to the world around us.  Society is getting more hardened, less compassionate as time goes by.  

Sin is being made more accessible and those engaging in the acts are lifted up as role models.  Our 

Pilgrim/Puritan forefathers would cry out to God seeing the sin which is tolerated today.  

  

Life stinks for those who have been hardened (2Cor2:15-16).  A rusty pigmentation covers us since 

the bible states that we have bloody hands (Is59:3) and that we are to wash ourselves to be white as 

snow (Ps51:7).  
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The toleration of sin is pushing sinners to new heights of immorality.  Satan achieved this by: 

- Encouraging vanity in a prosperous Godly society thus warping the minds of the people. 

- Introducing foul language, gestures, increasingly more skin in the movies, radio, TV... 

- Pushing for personal choice/law over God's law. 

- Legalizing abortion (since it's a woman's choice) 

- Euthanizing the old (Obamacare death panels)/Dr Kevorkian 

- and now eating the young 

  

Eating the young?  Yes.  I'm seeing more and more articles on child sacrifices and cannibalism.  The 

below article on infant cannibalism and witchcraft depicts the true nature of witchcraft.  The sweet, 

innocent picture of Harry Potter is a façade.   Witchcraft is shown it’s true nature as the curtain is 

ripped away and the pure evil exposed as the below article: 

  

Briton arrested in Thailand after being found with six roasted human 

foetuses  
  

A British citizen in Bangkok has been arrested after Thai police found six 

roasted human foetuses packed in his luggage. 

  

Chow Hok Kuen, who is 28 and of Taiwanese origin, was held by police after 

the grisly discovery was made in Bangkok's Chinatown district yesterday. 

  

Reports says the six foetuses had been covered in gold leaf after being roasted as part of a black magic 

ritual. 

  

It is not clear where the bodies came from, but Chow Hok Kuen is believed to have been attempting to 

smuggle them into Taiwan. 

  

The bodies were reportedly found in a different hotel from the one Chow Hok Kuen was staying at, 

but were in his luggage.  

  

Police made the arrest after responding to information they'd received saying that infant corpses were 

being offered to wealthy clients via a black magic services website. 

  

"The bodies are of children between the ages of two and seven months. Some were found covered in 

gold leaf," Wiwat Kumchumnan, sub-division chief of the police's Children and Women Protection 

unit, said. 

  

For being in possession of the foetuses Chow Hok Kuen could now face a 2,000 baht fine and a year 

in prison. 

  

It is thought the corpses were bought from a Taiwanese national for 200,000 baht ($6,40 but could 

have been sold for six times that amount in Taiwan. 

 
Pasted from <http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/briton-arrested-in-thailand-after-being-found-with-six-roasted-

human-foetuses-7766232.html>  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

6 dead babies being used in witchcraft services is bad enough but it gets worse.  China has amped up 

the eating of babies to yet a new level and it's perfectly accepted and sought by many. 

  

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/briton-arrested-in-thailand-after-being-found-with-six-roasted-human-foetuses-7766232.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/briton-arrested-in-thailand-after-being-found-with-six-roasted-human-foetuses-7766232.html
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Thousands of pills filled with powdered human baby flesh discovered by 

customs officials in South Korea 

 More than 17,000 pills smuggled into country have been intercepted since last August  

 Pills viewed as a 'miracle cure' for all ailments - but unsurprisingly they are harmful 

By Richard Shears and Rob Cooper 

PUBLISHED: 05:44 EST, 7 May 2012 | UPDATED: 06:49 EST, 8 May 2012  

Thousands of pills filled with powdered human flesh have been discovered by customs officials in South Korea, 

it was revealed today. 

  

The capsules are in demand because they are viewed as being a medicinal 'cure-all'. 

  

The grim trade is being run from China where corrupt medical staff are said to be tipping off medical companies 

when babies are aborted or delivered still-born. 

 
Dead baby pills: This is ground baby powder which tests discovered is 99.7 per cent 

human last year. South Korean officials have stopped 17,000 dead baby pills being 

imported since last August 

  

The tiny corpses are then bought, stored in household refrigerators in homes of those 

involved in the trade before they are removed and taken to clinics where they are placed 

in medical drying microwaves. 

  

Once the skin is tinder dry, it is pummelled into powder and then processed into capsules along with herbs to 

disguise the true ingredients from health investigators and customs officers.  

  

The discoveries since last August has shocked even hardened customs agents who have pledged to strengthen 

inspections. 

  

Chinese officials are understood to have been aware of the trade and have tried to stop the capsules being 

exported but thousands of packets of them have been smuggled through to South Korea. 

  

 
 
Danger: The Chinese Ministry of Health has launched an investigation into the 

alleged production of pills made from dead babies 

  

There is a huge demand for alternative Chinese remedies - which include ground up 

rhino horns. 

 

The Chinese have historically consumed human placentas to improve blood supply 

and circulation. 

 

Health authorities in Asia are concerned that if the powdered foetus trade is allowed to continue the capsules will 

find their way onto the internet and be sold to gullible or sick desperate people in other parts of the world. 

The South Korean Customs Service said today that it had heightened its searches of suspicious packages being 

brought into the country by travellers from China in an attempt to stamp out the sickening trade. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Richard+Shears
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Rob+Cooper
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According to customs agents, 35 smuggling attempts have been made since August last year involving more 

than 17,000 capsules disguised as 'stamina boosters'. 

Hospitals and abortion clinics in China reportedly pass the remains onto drugs companies when a baby is 

stillborn or aborted, the South Korean SBS documentary team reported last year. 

The San Francisco Times reported that tests carried out on the pills confirmed they were made up of 99.7 per 

cent human remains. 

The tests were successfully able to establish the genders of the babies used. 

There is a huge demand for the pills which are thought to enhance stamina. Microwave-dried placenta is also 

sought after for its alleged 'medicinal' benefits. 

However, in reality the human flesh capsules contain super-bacteria and other harmful ingredients. 

A number of smugglers who have been detained by the South Korean authorities have claimed they did not 

know what the ingredients were or the manufacturing process behind them. 

Crackdown: Chinese officials, pictured confiscating thousands of illegal tablets, say they will clampdown on the 

massive herbal medicine industry which has seen dangerous bacteria an human remains added to seized pills 

'Ethnic Koreans from north-east China who now live in South Korea are those who were mostly intending to use 

the capsules or share them with other Korean-Chinese' said a customs official. 

'They are normally brought into South Korea in luggage or posted by international mail.' 

The capsules were all confiscated but no one has been punished because the amount was deemed small and they 

were not intended for sale, a customs official added. 

Chinese newspapers have identified the north eastern provinces as the source of the human flesh capsules, in 

particular the Jilin region which is close to North Korea. 

Smuggling: More than 17,000 capsules disguised as 'stamina boosters' have been 

intercepted as they were smuggled into South Korea last year (file photo of Seoul airport) 

There have been disturbing reports that some babies were those who had perished in 

China's notorious 'dying rooms' where youngsters are deliberately left to die because they 

were born into families that already had the limit of one child in country areas. 

In order to keep its population down, China performs 13 million abortions a year - mainly because mothers 

sacrifice their newborns to avoid punishment such as severe fines or even a beating by the authorities. 

The Chinese authorities have confirmed that 38 per cent of women of child-bearing age have been sterilised - but 

the babies that are aborted do not go to waste because of the sickening trade in using their corpses for purported 

medicinal purposes. 

Despite their disgust at discovering packets of the so-called rejuvenation pills being brought in from China, 

South Korean officials have refused to confirm where the babies came from or who made the capsules. 

Sources said this was because they were not prepared to create diplomatic friction with Beijing, preferring to 

leave it to Chinese officials to do something about the horrific trade in powdered babies.   

  
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2140702/South-Korea-customs-officials-thousands-pills-

filled-powdered-human-baby-flesh.html#ixzz1vfE94hWD 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

Outrageous!! Asia is certainly the seat of Satan (Rev2:12-13) but you would be a hypocrite to say that 

Asia is the only region exploiting the unborn.  Where is the outrage in the USA about Senomyx using 

http://sanfrancisco.ibtimes.com/articles/193371/20110805/china-dead-baby-pill-stamina-booster-cannibal-placenta.htm
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2140702/South-Korea-customs-officials-thousands-pills-filled-powdered-human-baby-flesh.html#ixzz1vfE94hWD
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2140702/South-Korea-customs-officials-thousands-pills-filled-powdered-human-baby-flesh.html#ixzz1vfE94hWD
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aborted fetal cells (HEK-293) for testing out new flavor enhancers?  Companies like Pepsi, Nestle and 

Coca-Cola send their products to them to test out.  These companies may not have aborted fetal cells 

in their items but they have used them to develop new products 

  
  

 
http://www.snopes.com/politics/medical/pepsi.asp 

  

This is similar to the US government saying that they do not torture people.  They just kidnap and fly 

them to another nation (Syria, Egypt…) that does the torture to extract the information that they want 

(a process called rendition).  If the person undergoing torture dies on the torture table (but the torturers 

really didn't mean to kill them) then the torturers are not at fault since they didn’t really intend to kill 

the person just inflict enough pain that they will comply to any demands of the torturers (they were 

just “doing their job”). 

  

What did Jesus say to Pilate?  Those that handed him over has the greater sin (Jn19:11). 

  

The world is in many places no better than the Edomites dominated world of old.  Dying rooms 

replace the public ceremonial child sacrifices.  There's no national outcry in the US against China with 

all this information coming out.  The opposite is taking place.  The US is rewarding China with even 

more jobs and money as the US ships more jobs to China and imports more goods from China. 

  

How did we get to this point?  Toleration of spirits in the land that are not from Jesus.  We tolerated 

the tooth fairy, the I dream of Jeanie witch shows, the harry potter, twilight, eclipse ….  All the time 

leading people away from Jesus and into the waiting arms of Satan. 

  

The world will be purged at some time in the future, will you be one of them that will be doing the 

purging or will you be the one purged?  To purge or to be purged that is the question. 

  

Being Biblically based is being black and white on issues.  Either you are on Satan's side or Jesus' side 

(Mt12:30).  The only way to know what the bible states is to read the bible cover to cover for yourself 

http://www.snopes.com/politics/medical/pepsi.asp
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and comparing what you read to what society is saying is acceptable.  Even if you read the bible you 

won't understand it unless you have a helper (Jn14:26) which will open your mind and spirit so that 

you will be able to understand the bible since only those in Jesus's flock can hear his words - the bible 

(Jn10:27).  The only way to be in Jesus' flock is to be adult-full-immersion-water-baptized (for the 

remission of sins in the name of Jesus Christ – Acts2:38) - which is stated in the bible but what is not 

taught in the majority of the pulpits in the land. 

  

Chose ye this day whom you will serve but as for me and my house we choose the Lord (Josh24:15) 

  

Regards, 

David O'Malley 

 

2012 Completed Bible studies 

- 1/20/12 - Fukushima Daiichi (end times part 1) 

- 2/12/12 - The Trinity: 1 in 3, 3 in 1 or … 4 by 2 from  1? (part 1) 

- 2/25/12 - The Trinity: 1 in 3, 3 in 1 or … 4 by 2 from  1? (part 2) 

- 3/04/12 - A time for war and a time for peace 

- 3/12/12 - Christian Soldier: Equipping - part 1 

- 3/26/12 - 2-2-2-2-2-2-2 Enigma of Passover (part 1) 

- 4/3/12  - The milk of the gospel 

- 4/15/12 - Prayer power 

- 6/10/12 – Hard Water Parable  

Future O’Malley Family Bible studies  

- Heaven’s anguish, Hell’s 3 day party (2-2-2-2-2-2-2 part 2) 

- Christian Soldiers group maneuvers  

- PEP: Persecution, Endurance & Preservation 

- Understanding, knowledge and wisdom & Fear connection 

- Fall of Jerusalem: departure of the King of Kings 

- 5 stones for 5 giants: tearing the Baals  down 

- The Law - intro/controversy/importance 

- The Law - distant, past, now, future 

- Path to the end (end times  part 2) 

- Marks of the nations of Israel (end times part 3) 

- Escape from Babylon (end times part 4) 

- the message for the mixed multitude 

- War scrolls fighting insights 

Passover - pain and suffering of Jesus  

RSV 1 John 3:4  Every one who commits sin is guilty of lawlessness; sin is lawlessness.   

 

RSV Ezekiel 33:6  But if the watchman sees the sword coming and does not blow the trumpet, so that the people are not warned, and the sword 
comes, and takes any one of them; that man is taken away in his iniquity, but his blood I will require at the watchman's hand.   

 

KJV Luke 9:55  But he turned, and rebuked them, and said, Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of. 
 

RSV Matthew 12:43-45 

43  "When the unclean spirit has gone out of a man, he passes through waterless places seeking rest, but he finds none.   
44  Then he says, 'I will return to my house from which I came.' And when he comes he finds it empty, swept, and put in order.   

45  Then he goes and brings with him seven other spirits more evil than himself, and they enter and dwell there; and the last state of that man 

becomes worse than the first. So shall it be also with this evil generation."   
 

RSV 1 Peter 3:7  Likewise you husbands, live considerately with your wives, bestowing honor on the woman as the weaker sex, since you are 

joint heirs of the grace of life, in order that your prayers may not be hindered.   
 

RSV Acts 20:29  I know that after my departure fierce wolves will come in among you, not sparing the flock;   

 
Thompson Sept Ex6:9 In these terms Mose spoke to the Israelites; but they harkened not to him on account of their despondency, and on account 

of their hard labours. 

 
RSV Matthew 13:7  Other seeds fell upon thorns, and the thorns grew up and choked them.   

 

RSV Matthew 13:22  As for what was sown among thorns, this is he who hears the word, but the cares of the world and the delight in riches 
choke the word, and it proves unfruitful.   

 

RSV Matthew 5:15-16 
15  Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the house.   

16  Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven.   

 
RSV 2 Corinthians 2:16  to one a fragrance from death to death, to the other a fragrance from life to life. Who is sufficient for these things?   

 

RSV Isaiah 59:3  For your hands are defiled with blood and your fingers with iniquity; your lips have spoken lies, your tongue mutters 
wickedness.   

 
RSV Psalms 51:7  Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow.   

 

RSV Revelation 2:12-13 
12  "And to the angel of the church in Pergamum write: 'The words of him who has the sharp two-edged sword.   

13  "'I know where you dwell, where Satan's throne is; you hold fast my name and you did not deny my faith even in the days of Antipas my 

witness, my faithful one, who was killed among you, where Satan dwells.   
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RSV John 19:11  Jesus answered him, "You would have no power over me unless it had been given you from above; therefore he who delivered 

me to you has the greater sin."   
 

RSV Matthew 12:30  He who is not with me is against me, and he who does not gather with me scatters.   

 
ASV John 14:26  But the Comforter, even the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and bring to your 

remembrance all that I said unto you.  

 
ASV John 10:27  My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me:  

 

ASV Acts 2:38  And Peter said unto them, Repent ye, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ unto the remission of your 
sins; and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. 

 

RSV Joshua 24:15  And if you be unwilling to serve the Lord, choose this day whom you will serve, whether the gods your fathers served in the 

region beyond the River, or the gods of the Amorites in whose land you dwell; but as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord."   


